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Architectural Design Options
Architectural precast concrete applications offer numerous advantages and maximum freedom from a
design standpoint. Architectural options can be used in conjunction with structural precast concrete to
enhance aesthetic options and building design economy with a wide variety of possibilities for expression
and detail. Architectural precast concrete provides sculptural freedom and versatility, and it is adaptable
to any building configuration. Because precast concrete design flexibility is available in a broad range of
architectural styles, shapes, sizes and colors, it has unlimited design potential and can be integrated into
any project type to define architectural expression.

Molds and Form Liners
Various details can be created with a high level of
sophistication available in mold and form design. The
creation of sizes, depths, shapes, cornices, arches,
logos, and lettering allows a high level of creativity for
elegant and creative detail inclusions. When designing
a building facade, the variety of design and detail
options truly creates the ability to add visual interest
and a customized unique appearance.
Precast mold techniques allow for detail work to be
incorporated into precast concrete pieces. Textured
finishes from molds include characteristic imprints and
patterns. The molds can be formed from wood, steel,
rubber or concrete. Since the molds can be customized,
mold sections can be added or removed to
accommodate different panel or precast component
textures, shapes, or patterns to create a unique design
with compatible and well matched precast pieces.
Forms, textures and color detail can also support various
architectural ideas and schematics. The mold and form
liner truly provide the ability to customize and articulate
the precast structure.
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Reveals
Architectural reveals provide visual interest to
concrete panels and can help transition and
emphasize changes occurring in color or texture. A
reveal is a groove or indent in a panel used to create
a desired architectural effect and to break up large
flat fields. Although required for large flat panels,
reveals ultimately create an expression of design.
Reveals reduce the structural thickness of a panel so
it is important to consider depth and location when
designing. Reveals transform standard panels into
visually pleasing forms through the articulation of
real and false joints. Reveals can also be used to
create dimension, shape, texture, and shadow that
create visual interest and emphasize building lines.

Bullnose
A bullnose offers dimension to a standard
line or plane and can increase visual
interest and impact. Flat panel areas may
lack visual interest and detail, a bullnose
option can create distinction, depth, and
shadow with its curved form.
The dimensional pieces are able to
change the surface proportion without
distracting from the overall design.
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Cornice
A cornice may provide a number of aesthetic and functional advantages. Cornices have the ability to
break up expanses on the building facade and add visual interest to the parapet elevation. A cornice can
also provide window shading or rain shielding since it is a horizontal projection. The interruption of
planes and the addition of profiles allow cornices to be used in combination with other components with
multiple styles of design. The cornice can create design interest through acting as a heavy pronounced
building element drawing the eye up the facade.

Finish
There are multiple precast finishing techniques that allow a designer to
replicate a particular color or stone finish. It is recommended to use an
applied finish, either sand blast or acid etch, to achieve a more uniform
appearance. The finishing process and depth of exposure in the
architectural finish contribute to creating the final project color. Finish
options provide a designer with an economical way to vary colors and
textures to create more visual interest. Multiple shades of the same color
can be created by varying the finishing technique.
Architectural finishes include sand blast in light, medium, and heavy levels,
acid etch, and exposed aggregate. Acid etching creates a more crisp and
reflective finish over sand blasting techniques. A retarded, or exposed
aggregate finish, is achieved by using a chemical retarder which is placed in
the form to delay concrete hardening. Non‐abrasive spraying techniques
are then used to wash the chemical retarder and uncured cement paste to
reveal aggregates and colors.
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Textures
Architectural design flexibility is achieved through the use of both color
and texture in precast concrete. A specified design pattern and texture
is achieved through varying aggregates, liners, molds, aggregate
exposure, and finishing techniques. This allows precast to achieve the
look of many other construction materials while still maintaining the
inherent benefits of precast.
Texture options allow the designer to create and define buildings that
can stand alone as unique structures or blend into neighboring
structures. Local aggregates, brick, glass, tiles, shells, granites and
stones can all be used to achieve desired architectural texture effects.
Fine aggregates such as sand can play a significant role in the color and
final texture of the panels’ surface. The ability to mix and match colors
and textures allows for unlimited architectural design possibilities.

Tones and textures can be created in single panels, or alternate
among panels. Combinations of color and texture are available
using the same or different concrete mixes or aggregates.
When choosing to integrate multiple colors or textures, the
designer should be prepared to include a reveal into the project
as a transition from one to the other.
Brick is an excellent texture option because it has the ability to
add unique patterns and lines. Inlay brick is available in
multiple colors and sizes. Brick, tile, porcelain and ceramics can
all be cast into the surface of a panel to provide a maintenance
free finished facade. PCI has developed standards for
embedded thin brick in precast concrete panels to enhance
control over the performance of precast components.
Textures can include smooth, retarded, form lined,
abrasive‐blast, acid‐etched, acid‐washed, and tooled.
The form surface will create the quality of the precast
surface, and surface defects can be very obvious with this
finish type. This surface is commonly left as is for a
painted or stained appearance.
Textured finishes are produced by exposing aggregates in
the mix. The surface mortar is removed either before or
after the concrete has hardened. A textured surface is
generally more visually pleasing.
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Colors
Colors can be formed with various aggregates, tints, and
textures, or a combination of all three. It is not difficult
to change color tones within a project, or to match
buildings to mimic or complement brick, stone, granite
and colors. Nearly all colors are obtained by mixing
standard gray or white cement with colored pigments,
aggregates, or both. Precast products can also be
stained or finished to create a desirable look, and serve
as great interior finish options in large public spaces that
require low‐maintenance and durability.

Gray cements may have specific color undertones and
are usually subject to greater color variation, while white
cement provides a wider range of color possibilities
along with color consistency. Coloring pigments can be
manufactured from a large source of materials and can
provide many various shades of color. Liquid pigments
have better dispersion results and provide more color
uniformity among casted pieces. The addition of
aggregates is an important factor in terms of appearance
and cost. The exposed aggregates allow natural beauty
to show through in the precast elements, creating
aesthetic appeal.

Color can be established by using one mix design and
multiple textures as show to the right. Here the darker
bands are derived from a heavy exposed aggregate
finishing technique.
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Shaping
The aesthetic and design flexibility of precast allows it to excel as a building envelope option when
creativity and unique designs are a project factor. Architectural precast is produced to PCI MNL 117
Architectural Specifications ensuring a high level of dimensional accuracy and tight tolerances. This
quality controlled environment ensures the precast concrete components will be produced with stringent
product specifications and heightened attention to detail, while providing a uniform appearance and
quality product.
The flexibility and strength of precast allow it to be used for complex shapes and configurations. Shapes
are not limited to plane surfaces and may be rounded or curved, and can be easily integrated into an
architectural precast design. Precast is also a practical construction product because it can be
manufactured to suit each project individually.

Stain
Many stain colors are available to create an alternate approach to an architectural concrete facade. For
both high level detail and intricate stone detail, stain is a durable long term option. Many products offer
extended warrantees against fade.
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Details
Unique and custom details can be created with a high level of sophistication available in mold and form
design. The level of design creativity is limitless in terms of elegant building details and additions. When
designing, the variety of design and detail options truly creates the ability to add visual interest and
customize a unique appearance. Emblems and letters are common additions to entrance panels and signs.

Summary of Architectural Precast
Architectural precast concrete systems offer aesthetic and structural versatility, speed of construction and
durability. These systems can be easily incorporated into the design and detailing of partial or total
precast structures. The addition of an architectural system can often reduce schedule time and limit the
number of finishing trades on site.
The nearly limitless availability of shape, size, color, and texture
creates an innovative building product that is highly durable and
offers a nearly maintenance free exterior.
Designers can
incorporate precast to meet all design objectives while obtaining
optimum finish characteristics.
Design techniques, engineering innovations, value engineering
improvements, and detailed precast expertise allow for the
incorporation of precast concrete into even the most detailed
building designs. Along with unlimited design options, the
exceptional quality and performance of architectural precast create
a superior product to meet design requirements and fulfill a wide
range of design techniques and architectural styles.
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EnCon Design, LLC
2140 South Ivanhoe, Suite 100
Denver, Colorado 80222
303.298.1900
Includes subsidiary companies and insulated precast products manufactured by EnCon Utah, EnCon
Washington, EnCon Colorado, EnCon Northwest, EnCon Field Services, Stresscon Corporation and
Atlanta Structural.
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